
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of electrical engineering technician. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for electrical engineering technician

Understanding of railway operations and maintenance
Documents rework and assembly processes with level of detail for others to
replicate
Builds and solders cable or basic circuit board assemblies under the direction
of lead technician or engineer
Documents assembly problems, incorrect part counts, component
substitutions , in a lab notebook, or electronically in a database or
spreadsheet at the discretion of the lead engineer
Adapt to any other duties in due time requested by the management
Assemble PWA’s and fixtures using schematics, drawings and verbal
instructions with little supervision
Operate basic general purpose test equipment, O ‘Scopes, Power supplies,
DMM’s, Digitizers
Will be responsible for soldering
Perform timely repair, routine maintenance and preventative maintenance on
various mechanical and electrical equipment in the system used during
regular operations at the Plant
Read work orders and specifications to determine if machines and equipment
require replacement, repair or maintenance

Example of Electrical Engineering Technician Job
Description
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Able to read, understand and properly interpret detail electrical and
mechanical component drawings, assembly drawings and bills of materials
Able to use standard laboratory instrumentation to test or troubleshoot,
including multi-meter, oscilloscope, function generator, force, torque,
temperature, and fluid velocity measurement devices
Able to use standard measurement devices to carry out dimensional
inspection of components and assemblies, including calipers, micrometers,
height gauges, ring, pin, and block gauges
Proficient with hand tools for assembly
Uses a wide variety of tools and techniques to fabricate or modify
components, fixtures, devices
DEC or Technical college diploma in Electrical technology/engineering


